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ABSTRACT
In learning language, children must discover how to interpret the linguistic
significance of phonetic variation. On some accounts, receptive phonology
is grounded in perceptual learning of phonetic categories from phonetic
distributions drawn over the infant’s sample of speech. On other accounts,
receptive phonology is instead based on phonetic generalizations over the
words in the lexicon. Tests of these hypotheses have been rare and indirect,
usually making use of idealized estimates of phonetic variation. Here we
evaluated these hypotheses, using as our test case English and Dutch
toddlers’ different interpretation of the lexical significance of vowel dura-
tion. Analysis of thousands of vowels of one Dutch and three English
mothers’ speech suggests that children’s language-specific differences in
interpretation of vowel duration are likely due to detection of lexically
specific patterns, rather than bimodality in raw phonetic distributions.

As listeners interpreting speech, we must account for the phonetic signal we hear in terms of the
linguistic options available to the talker. The listener’s problem is to attribute the various compo-
nents of the signal to their causes, which include, among other things, characteristics of the talker,
such as the shape of his or her vocal tract, his or her emotional state, and so on; and characteristics of
the message, such as its syntactic structure, its words, and its place in the discourse. The success of
this attribution process among ordinary adults is evidence that we have an interpretive model that
can quickly evaluate the likelihood of what is initially a huge range of possible explanations for the
speech heard, and narrow these down to the most probable interpretation. Because all languages
work somewhat differently, much of this interpretive model must be learned. A primary task of
research on language acquisition is to explain how this learning takes place.

Here, we address the phonetic interpretation process, focusing on how children learn to interpret
the phonetic feature of vowel duration. Vowel duration is an interesting case to examine because it is
implicated in a wide range of linguistic functions. As a result, its interpretation demands sifting
through a broad set of candidate explanatory causes. A vowel has the duration it has because of the
speaking rate of the utterance, the vowel’s position in the utterance, the degree of emphasis its word
is being given, whether it is in a syllable receiving stress, the phonological features of the surrounding
sounds (e.g., whether the following consonant is voiced), and the intrinsic duration of the vowel. In
English, all of these matter. If a speaker wishes to emphasize a word, she may increase the duration
of the stressed vowel in that word; to the listener, it will then seem longer than expected (according
to an interpretive model that considers all of these factors) and he may attribute the extra duration to
emphasis.
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How can a child discover this model? Our exploration of this issue concerns whether children
think that their language contrasts vowels (and therefore words) by vowel duration. Some languages,
such as Japanese, have a set of phonetically short vowels and a contrasting set of otherwise similar-
sounding long vowels (Fujisaki, Nakamura, & Imoto, 1975; Vance, 1987). Others, such as Spanish,
do not. And many languages, such as English and Dutch, fall somewhere in between, using duration
as a cue to vowel identity, but usually weighted less strongly than phonetic quality. Children learning
any language have to work out how strongly to weight word identity (or vowel category) in
explaining vowel duration. For example, if a child learns the English word plank in the course of
a conversation about pirates, and then the following day hears an instance of that word realized with
a much longer vowel, should the child take seriously the possibility that plaank is a different word?
Mature American English speakers know that this is unlikely, but how is this intuition learned?

As with many linguistic phenomena, the ready ease of our intuitions is misleading. Models of
segment duration intended for the purpose of speech synthesis illustrate the complexity of the
problem. In the early days of modern speech synthesis, researchers attempted to consider all of the
linguistic contexts or functions that affect segment duration, establish the magnitude of each effect
(How much longer is a stressed vowel? Is it an utterance-final vowel?), and derive rules for managing
the interaction of these these effects (How much longer is a stressed, utterance-final vowel?; Klatt,
1976, 1987). The rules turned out to interact in complex ways that seemed neither consistently
additive nor multiplicative, and so such models had dozens of parameters to estimate (van Santen,
1992). More recent approaches forego discovering a descriptively accurate set of discrete rules and
interactions, and instead train neural networks or other statistical models using huge training sets
with labeled linguistic features (e.g., Gonzalvo et al., 2016; Henter et al., 2016; Ling et al., 2015). Still,
inadequate prosodic modeling still contributes to a lack of naturalness in speech synthesis systems.

To help understand how children might begin to learn their language’s duration model, we consider
English and Dutch. These make an interesting pair to contrast because although the languages are
similar, children seem to interpret vowel duration somewhat differently in each language. English and
Dutch have many features in common: both allow complex syllable structures (e.g., in words like strength
or knecht, “knight”); both commonly reduce vowels to schwa in unstressed syllables (though Dutch less
so than English; Warner & Cutler, 2017); both mark lexical stress with altered pitch and lengthened
syllable duration; and both have similar numbers of consonants and vowels (English, about 24 and 15;
Dutch, about 23 and 16). In addition, the vowels of both English and Dutch have characteristic intrinsic
durations (e.g., English [æ] and Dutch [a:] tend to be long in citation form; English [ε] and Dutch [α]
tend to be short; Adank, van Hout, & Smits, 2004; Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark, & Wheeler, 1995).
Changing the durations of citation-form vowels can lead native listeners of either language to categorize
the vowels differently (e.g., Chládková, Escudero, & Lipski, 2015; Hillenbrand, Clark, & Houde, 2000;
Tillman, Benders, Brown, & van Ravenzwaaij, 2017). Informally, English adults speak of “long” and
“short” vowels when discussing English, and learn about this distinction in school; in Dutch the
distinction is also familiar to adults, and it is consistently marked in the orthography (e.g., man,
“man”; maan, “moon”).

In spite of these broad similarities, native speakers of Dutch and English treat vowel duration
somewhat differently, with Dutch listeners being more liable to change their categorization of vowels
with manipulated durations than English listeners are (Van der Feest & Swingley, 2011). This difference
is manifested in very early childhood. Two studies of young children have indicated that Dutch toddlers
are more strongly affected by vowel duration manipulations than English-learning toddlers. The first
tested 18-month-olds’ ability to learn two new words as labels for two unfamiliar objects, where the
words differed only in their vowels’ durations (Dietrich, Swingley, &Werker, 2007). In the first experient,
children were habituated to one object being labeled as a [tαm] (recorded by a Dutch speaker) and
another object labeled as a [tα:m]. Then, learning was tested bymeasuring children’s reaction to the same
stimulus pairings, or the reversed pairings (Stager &Werker, 1997). Dutch children, not English-learning
children, responded to the change, by looking up at the screen longer on switched trials. English learners
appeared indifferent to the switch. In a second experiment, children behaved similarly when tested on
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similar materials derived from English. Thus, given some training wherein vowel duration was used
contrastively, Dutch 18-month-olds accepted the distinction, and English learners did not.

A second study confirmed this difference without training, using words children already knew. Taking
advantage of the fact that children find words harder to recognize when the words are pronounced with
phonological deviations (Hallé & de Boysson-Bardies, 1994; Swingley & Aslin, 2000), Van der Feest and
Swingley (in press) presented 21-month-olds with pairs of pictures and named one of the pictures in
a sentence, sometimes with the canonical pronunciation and sometimes with either an elongated or
a shortened vowel. English learners looked at the named picture equally whether its label was pronounced
normally or not; Dutch learners looked at the named picture significantly less when the vowel in its name
had been shortened. Vowel lengthening, on the other hand, had no impact, a result that has also been found
in prior studies of Dutch adults (e.g., Nooteboom & Doodeman, 1980; Van der Feest & Swingley, 2011).

Thus, by about one and a half years, children learning English and Dutch have already come to align
with mature speakers, at least in a broad sense, about how duration should be interpreted lexically. This is
the phenomenon we hope to explain, by examining corpora of speech directed to English or Dutch infants.
Our starting point is the idea that children’s different interpretations should be related to measurable
statistical properties of the two languages. In particular, we might expect that vowel duration would tend to
be more bimodally distributed in Dutch than in English, suggesting to infants that there are categories of
duration values that are relevant to segmental phonology and therefore lexical differentiation (e.g., Bion,
Miyazawa, Kikuchi, & Mazuka, 2013). This expectation is grounded in theories of phonetic learning via
distributional clustering (e.g., Cristià, McGuire, Seidl, & Francis, 2011; Goudbeek, Smits, & Swingley, 2009;
Maye, Gerken, & Werker, 2002), which have the significant virtue of not requiring explicit teaching or
labeling in the learning process. One reason why Dutch vowels might be more bimodal is that perhaps
Dutch but not English makes a phonological distinction according to duration, and this has an impact on
phonetic implementation. Another is that Dutch vowels do not exhibit variation due to the voicing of
following consonants, because Dutch devoices codas. Thus, whereas in English the /v/ of leave causes the
vowel to be longer than the vowel in leaf, no such process takes place in Dutch because voiced-coda words
like leave are generally not permitted (e.g., Booij, 1999).

If we find that duration distributions are more bimodal in Dutch than in English, this would
provide support for a theory that proposes that young Dutch children’s apparently greater weighting
of vowel duration in lexical tasks derives from this greater statistical separation. On the other hand, if
the separation of long and short vowels is similar in Dutch and English, this would not be consistent
with such a theory, and would call for an alternative explanation.

Methods

We examined four infant-directed speech corpora, one of Dutch and three American English. The
Dutch corpus was made available by Paula Fikkert and Claartje Levelt (Fikkert, 1994; Levelt, 1994);
in the present project, we used 206 sentences directed to the child Catootje, age 1;10.10, and 239
sentences directed to Robin, age 1;9.11, each from a single recording of each child, selecting only
sentences by a single speaker. The talker was a native Dutch-speaking mother (though not the
mother of either of the two children) who, in general, used an “infant-directed” speech register. The
speech was recorded in late 1989 and early 1990. Although it would have been better to use a corpus
of speech directed to children in their first year, as was the case with the English comparison
corpora, no such corpus was available. The use of a single corpus of Dutch is a limitation of the
present study. This corpus was selected because an informal assessment of the sound quality of the
recordings suggested that they were of adequate quality for this analysis.

The English samples were taken from the Brent and Siskind corpus (Brent & Siskind, 2001) of
infant-directed speech, including 1088 sentences from three sessions of mother f1 (ages 0;10.03,
0;10.13, and 0;11.06), 408 sentences from one session of mother d1 (age 10;22) and 666 sentences
from mother w1 (age 0;10.25). The speech was recorded in 1996. All mothers were reported as
having college degrees (like the Dutch speaker). These English data overlap partially with the dataset
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whose vowel formant measurements were reported in Adriaans and Swingley (2017). These mothers
and sessions were selected because the recording quality was deemed sufficiently clear. The number
of utterances analyzed is somewhat fewer than the number of maternal utterances in each session
recording because in some cases the timing of the utterance was incorrect in the corpus (so the
extracted sentence was cut off) or because sometimes extraneous noise or nonmaternal vocalizations
rendered some or all of the maternal speech hard to analyze.

For both languages, the speech toolkit HTK (Young et al., 2006) was used to estimate word and
phone boundaries using the HVITE forced-alignment tool. All boundaries were then hand-corrected
by visualizing each segment in context using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2001). The Dutch
alignments were done by the author, a speaker of Dutch; the English alignments were done by
phonetically trained research assistants supervised by the author or by Frans Adriaans.

In addition to correcting the word and phone alignments, annotators corrected the phonological
labels in each phone interval. This was necessary because actual pronunciations of words are not always
the same as the canonical pronunciations given in the dictionary that was used for the alignments. It is
common for speakers to omit or change sounds. For example, Johnson’s analysis of the Buckeye
conversational English corpus (Pitt et al., 2007) found that more than 60% of word tokens deviated
from the canonical (dictionary) form in at least one phone, and more than 20% had a phone deletion
(Johnson, 2003). Mothers talking to their children do not speak just like the dictionary either. For
example, in English-speaking Mom w1’s sample, about 20% of word tokens were judged to have
a pronunciation different from the dictionary (this is fewer than in Buckeye, but this may be due to
our less detailed annotation scheme; for example, we did not differentiate glottalized and nonglottalized
stop consonants). When our analyses required establishing a given pronunciation for a given word type,
the most common pronunciation used by that mother was used, irrespective of whether this was the
dictionary pronunciation or not.

The data from each corpus were assembled into a data structure with one vowel per row, tagged with
its duration, its phonological transcription, the orthographic word it was part of, its syllable number, and
whether it was the final syllable in the utterance. We focused on the specific pairs of monophthongal
vowels in each language (a) for which listeners might be tempted to use duration to distinguish the
vowels, based on their spectral similarity; and (b) which were sufficiently numerous for getting reason-
able variability estimates. A premise of this approach is that children evaluate the contrastiveness of
vowel duration by evaluating whether similar-sounding vowels (such as Dutch [α,a:] or English [ε,æ])
cluster into longer and shorter groups. The Dutch analysis compared the pairs /α, aː/, /ε, eː/, and /ͻ, oː/.
In some analyses we display the results for Dutch /I, i/ for the purpose of comparison with the other
Dutch cases. In Dutch this is a tense/lax pair that is not considered to be contrasted by duration. The
English analysis compared the pairs /ε, æ/, /Λ, a/, and /I, i/.

With the dataset thus established, the first step was to evaluate whether Dutch children might rely
on duration more than English learners simply because Dutch vowels are spectrally similar to one
another, and therefore duration is more useful in distinguishing them. This hypothesis was not
supported. Next, we tested whether distributions of Dutch long/short pairs’ durations are more
bimodal than English ones. This hypothesis was also not supported. We followed these analyses with
tests in which lexical content was brought to bear on the grouping of vowel tokens for comparison of
phonologically long and short vowels. In some of these analyses, Dutch revealed greater separation
between long and short than English did. We will conclude by suggesting that the lexicon likely plays
a role in children’s determination of the phonological role of phonetic duration.

Results

Similarity in formant space

To characterize the spectral similarity of prospective vowel pairs, formant values for each English
token were taken from the Adriaans and Swingley (2017) dataset, or, for Dutch, measured using
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Praat, with clear errors being excluded (e.g., f1 values 3 standard deviations from the mean, or other
signs of frequency doubling in the measurement). Many of the formant measurements were hand-
checked. The Dutch formant data were available for the subset of speech directed to one of the two
children (55% of the dataset).

Spectral overlap among members of vowel pairs was evaluated by attempting to optimally
separate the members of each pair using a quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) on the z-scored
first and second formant data. The classifier was trained on the labeled dataset and tested on the
same data (i.e., supervised classification of tokens of each pair), and the proportion of errors was
taken as the measure of overlap between the two categories. In principle, the existence of substantial
overlap within a pair might motivate the child’s use of additional dimensions of variation such as
duration. Descriptive data on the tested pairs are given in Table 1.

As the table shows, the vowel pairs varied in how much they overlapped, with [ε, e:] relatively
separate in Dutch and [I, i] relatively separate in English. Overall, though, there was no indication of
a large difference between the languages. For example, in this dataset Dutch [α, a:] was not especially
difficult to distinguish based on formant values relative to English [ε, æ]. Thus this informal test does
not support the hypothesis that children respond differently to durational manipulations in experi-
mental settings as a result of a dramatically greater need among Dutch children to use
a supplementary cue to vowel identity to distinguish members of these pairs (assuming, of course,
that our Dutch speaker may be taken as representative).

These results suggest that there is no reason to suppose that Dutch toddlers cannot discriminate
the long/short pairs on the basis of quality alone, or at least there is no reason to imagine that they
would differ from English learners in this respect. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been
tested in Dutch children, though there is evidence that Dutch 11–12 month olds and 14–15 month
olds readily discriminate /I, i/ (Liu & Kager, 2016).

Overall duration distributions

Although both English and Dutch conventions describe vowels as “long” and “short” (labels that
overlap imperfectly with the tense/lax distinction), infant-directed speech might present Dutch
infants with clear distinctions between short and long, and English infants with relatively over-
lapping distributions. Were this the case, it could explain the behavioral differences between Dutch
and English learners in experimental tests.

Figure 1 characterizes the duration distributions using histograms and density plots (smoothed
histograms). In every case, the phonologically long vowels tended to have greater durations than the
phonologically short vowels (by Mann-Whitney-Wilcox test, all p< :03, with most p< :00001). The
Mann-Whitney-Wilcox U statistic varies with sample size, so to properly compare the amount of

Table 1. Vowel pairs from each corpus: descriptive statistics. Higher qda-overlap means
greater classification error and therefore greater similarity between the vowels (see text).

Corpus Pair (short, long) Count qda-overlap

Dutch α, a: 226, 243 23.5
Dutch ε, e: 141, 167 14.3
Dutch I, i 221, 195 26.5
Dutch ͻ, o: 87, 141 25.4
English (d1) ε, æ 72, 89 28.7
English (f1) ε, æ 303, 262 22.0
English (w1) ε, æ 266, 224 32.2
English (d1) Λ, a 123, 107 35.2
English (f1) Λ, a 207, 220 30.1
English (w1) Λ, a 247, 148 27.2
English (d1) I, i 210, 163 28.0
English (f1) I, i 479, 339 17.6
English (w1) I, i 414, 399 17.8
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non-overlap in each pair, the duration distributions were characterized using rank-biserial correla-
tion (rbcc), a nonparametric variant of the point-biserial correlation (comparing the sum of ranks of
one group against the sum of ranks of the other). Greater separation between the members of each
pair is shown by higher correlations. These statistics are provided in Figure 1 and Table 2.
Remarkably, the Dutch cases are not special. In general it is not clear that particular Dutch pairs
should be compared to particular English ones, except in the case of [I,i] which are phonetically very
similar in the two languages, and in this case the overlap is actually greater in Dutch than in any of
the three English examples. (This is consistent with standard phonetic accounts of Dutch; Booij,
1999.) Of the 13 correlations, the 4 Dutch ones all fall somewhere in the middle; and the Dutch pair
for which the developmental evidence for duration being interpreted contrastively is the strongest,
namely [α,a:], overlaps more than most of the other pairs of either language. The result is quite
similar if we collapse over the pairs (omitting Dutch [I,i]): the rbcc values are .31 for Dutch, and .26,
.31, and .49 for the English samples. A plot detailing these results is given in the Supporting Online
Materials (Figure S1).

Figure 1. Density plots of vowel durations. Each plot shows one {long,short} pair, with a different pair in each row, and a different
mother in each column. The Dutch data are shown on the left, English on the right. The plot for phonologically long vowels is
filled in a dark color, short vowels a light color. Duration is given on the x-axis in logarithmically scaled space. The y-axis shows the
counts in the histograms. The smoothed density plots are arbitrarily scaled on the y-axis, although each is scaled the same way.
The number in the upper right corner or each plot is the rank-biserial correlation between duration and phonological length;
higher numbers indicate greater separation.

Table 2. Separation (rank-biserial correlation coefficients) of pairs, considering raw durations, and residuals of regression partialling
out the lengthening effect of utterance-final position (see text).

Corpus Analysis α, a: ε, e: I, i ͻ, o: Analysis α, a: ε, e: I, i ͻ, o:

Dutch raw 0.19 0.36 0.20 0.46 resid. 0.24 0.42 0.20 0.54

Corpus Analysis ε, æ Λ, a I, i analysis ε, æ Λ, a I, i

Eng. d1 raw 0.31 0.15 0.39 resid. 0.36 0.16 0.34
Eng. f1 raw 0.44 0.47 0.53 resid. 0.50 0.56 0.50
Eng. w1 raw 0.14 0.23 0.37 resid. 0.19 0.28 0.34
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Although this result leaves little confidence that a simple distributional difference can account for the
crosslinguistic difference children manifest, it is possible that a somewhat more sophisticated model of
children’s duration interpretation would reveal a stronger separation between the languages. For example,
utterance position exerts a strong influence on segmental duration (e.g., Cambier-Langeveld, 1997; Cho,
2015; Edwards, Beckman, & Fletcher, 1991). If a quirk of the vocabulary caused phonologically shorter
vowels to appear in utterance-final positionmore often inDutch than in English, this would bias the overall
distribution andmight conceal a phonological distinction. Of course, children could only uncover it if they
took utterance-final lengthening into consideration, and it is not knownwhether they do. Here, we evaluate
the consequences of modeling the utterance-final duration effect by examining the residuals of a simple
linear regression partialing out the effects of utterance-final position. Because the logs of the durations
are closer to normally distributed than the raw durations, the regression was done over logged durations.

First, we note that as expected, utterance-final vowels were substantially longer than utterance-
medial vowels. The median utterance-final vowel in Dutch was 153 ms long, compared with a median
utterance-medial duration of 92 ms; for English the equivalent figures were 156, 142, and 152 ms
(final) vs. 71, 80, and 90 ms (medial) for each English corpus. In essence, the regression analysis
served to place final and medial vowels on equal footing.

The results of this analysis are given in Table 2 (the density plots are given in the Supporting
Online Materials). Once again, the degree of overlap in each pair is unexceptional in the Dutch case.

Having failed to discover a convincing bimodal separation of Dutch vowels into phonetically
short and long categories (cf. Bion et al., 2013), it seemed reasonable to question whether some
prosodically unusual words might be muddying the distributional pattern. For example, the word ja
“yes”, which frequently occurs as the only word in an utterance, has a very broad range of durations
(IQR 96–537 ms), in keeping with the many different sorts of meanings such an utterance might be
employed to convey. Could it be that children set aside certain words, or certain types of words, in
estimating their language’s phonological properties?

Tokens from different word categories

The words in each corpus were exhaustively sorted into one of three categories: content words,
demonstratives, and function words. The first intuition behind this division is that when learning
phonology, children might set aside as exceptional those demonstrative words that are unusual in
their discourse role by tending to appear alone and often with rather distinctive intonation contours,
much as children might also exclude songs or animal sounds when learning prosody.
Demonstratives were categorized as words like (English) no, yay, whoops, yum, thanks, oops,
meow, hi, etc. These judgments were made type by type, considering the context in which the
words were said in the corpora. The second intuition behind the division was that there might be
something distinctive about function words, that might lead children to tend to consider them
differently when learning about prosody (e.g., Shi, Werker, & Morgan, 1999). It is not really clear
how such a category should be bounded. The approach taken here was to classify closed-class words
as function words, including cases like a, and, anymore, does, gonna, than, most locative preposi-
tions, and wh-words. Remaining as content words were those that children tend to learn when their
vocabulary expands–words like baby, carry, cow, pear, sad, summer, and proper names.

Turning first to the Dutch dataset, content words did exemplify the phonological length distinc-
tion more clearly than the demonstrative words or function words. Density plots and the corre-
sponding rank-biserial correlation coefficients are given in Figure 2.

The separation of the [α–a:] vowels in Dutch content words (rbcc = 0.70) far exceeds the
separation of the sample as a whole (rbcc = 0.19, as shown in Figure 1), suggesting that the
phonological opposition conveyed by duration was being obscured by demonstratives (like ja) and
function words, given that for these categories the nominally short vowels were slightly longer in
duration than the nominally long ones (hence the negative correlation coefficients). In the cases of
the pairs [ε–e:] and [ͻ–o:] separation was only slightly greater when considering content words
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alone. For the pair [I–i], which in Dutch is not said to contrast by phonetic duration, the separation
among content words was measured at zero.

How do these results compare to English? An analogous plot for Brent mother D1 is displayed in
Figure 3; the other two English cases are presented in the Supporting Online Materials. Mother D1
showed reasonably strong separation in content words for all three pairs, with the greatest separation
for [I–i]. Separation between categories was again greater, overall, among content words than among
functors, a pattern that held for the other two mothers as well, with a couple of exceptions.
Comparison of Dutch and English suggests that with this analysis, Dutch begins to exhibit more
separation between long and short categories than English does, overall. The rank-biserial coeffi-
cients for the content words in Dutch pairs (.70, .43, .49, excluding [I-i]) are large compared with the
English datasets overall, though mother F1’s separation is almost as strong (.34, .46, .58). Mother W1
shows less separation in content words (.13, .14, .37) and mother D1 is in between (.23, .35, .40).

Thus, one possible explanation for Dutch children’s greater reliance on vowel duration in
categorizing words is that in their experience, the content words they are hearing (and that are
being tested in experiments) have phonetically shorter or longer vowels depending on the vowels’
phonological duration status. A weakness of the support for this hypothesis is that at least one
English-speaking mother nearly matched the Dutch levels of phonetic distinction; the separation
between the languages based on this analysis is not very consistent. Another weakness of the
hypothesis is that it assumes that children divide vowel tokens according to a rough categorization
of the words hosting the vowels, but then collapse over these words, by category, when judging how
the vowels work phonetically. Intuitively, it seems more plausible that if children take the kind of

Figure 2. Dutch vowels’ duration distributions, by pair, split according to word category (content word, demonstrative, function
word), shown as histograms and density plots. Curves representing fewer than 10 tokens are bounded with dotted lines. The
degree of separation between phonologically long and short vowels is operationalized using rank biserial correlation, indicated in
the upper right of each panel, where larger numbers mean greater separation. Note that in Dutch, [I-i] is not expected to show
a duration distinction.
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word into account, they analyze the phonology word by word, rather than mixing tokens of a class of
words. Proposals of this nature have been suggested previously for explaining how infants learn
phonetic categories (e.g., Feldman, Myers, White, Griffiths, & Morgan, 2013; Swingley, 2009;
Thiessen, 2007). Analyses that do precisely this but for duration categorization are presented next.
As we shall see, these reveal a more consistent distinction between Dutch and English.

Word types

Because we were interested in differentiating type statistics from token-level statistics, words were
only included in this analysis if they occurred at least twice in a given corpus. The differentiation
into three basic categories (content, demonstrative, and function) was retained. Words were identi-
fied by their orthographic transcription, and the vowel(s) characteristic of a given word type were
assigned according to the dominant transcription, as pronounced by a given mother. Once again our
main outcome measure was the separation of the phonologically short and long categories, as
characterized using rank-biserial correlation.

Figure 4 displays mean duration values for each of 49 Dutch [α–a:] words. Correlation
coefficients are given for content words and function words (demonstratives were too infrequent
for correlations to be meaningful). Remarkably, the content words for this pair were almost
perfectly separable by duration, with only the two words appels and waait standing in the way of
a correlation of 1.0. This case is important because this particular Dutch pair is the one for
which evidence is strongest, both in toddlers and adults, that interpretation of native listeners
can be affected by phonetic duration. Analogous plots for the other pairs are given in the
Supporting Online Materials.

Figure 3. English mother D1’s duration distributions, by pair, split according to word type (content word, demonstrative, function
word). Plotting conventions are as in Figure 2.
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By contrast, Figure 5 displays an analogous plot for English mom W1’s contrast of [ε–æ], chosen
here because this pair shows durational effects on interpretation in judgment experiments (e.g.,
Hillenbrand et al., 2000). Here, although there is some separation between the distribution (only at
the short-duration end), there is also substantial overlap. Most of the content words this mother said
with an [ε] vowel were as long as several content words with the [æ] vowel, and there were no [æ]
words that outranked all of the [ε] words. The full set of plots of this sort is given in the Supporting
Online Materials.

Figure 4. Dutch duration distributions for individual word types containing the vowels [α] or [a:]. Each column presents the mean
duration (black point) and boxplot (IQR and range) for each word type, with the relevant syllable number indicated after the word
along the x axis. The phonologically short vowel is shown with the darker symbols (red online), the long vowel with lighter
symbols (yellow online). Content words, demonstratives, and function words are shown in separate panels. Numbers at lower left
in the first and third panels are rank-biserial correlation coefficients.

Figure 5. English duration distributions for individual word types containing the vowels [ε] or [æ] for mother W1. Conventions are
as in Figure 4. The right panel omits one token of and that was 990 ms long.
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Figure 6 summarizes the word-type results for three pairs of Dutch vowels and three pairs of
English vowels. (No difference is predicted for Dutch [I–i], so that panel is omitted here.) Three
patterns in the data are evident. First, in the case of Dutch, separation of the phonologically long and
short vowels is quite strong in all cases except that of functors in the /a/ pair. In particular, the /a/
pair’s content words reach a rank-biserial correlation coefficient of 0.88, which is unmatched in the
rest of the comparisons.

Second, there are no cases in any of the English comparisons where a phonetic duration threshold
would perform well in separating the phonologically short and long vowels. Indeed, except for the
Dutch [α-a:], this is true for Dutch as well: in general, there are too many words with nominally long
vowels and phonetically short average durations, and vice versa. This is itself not surprising, given
the mixed nature of the duration distributions over tokens.

Third, when the word-type distributions did show visible separation (and the correlations
were high), in English, this was often because the phonologically shorter vowel distributions
were anchored by many phonetically short words, whereas in Dutch, it was often the phoneti-
cally long words that were distinct. We can quantify this by looking at the phonetically longest
words in each of the comparisons. If for each of the 24 long/short pairings displayed on the plot
(leaving out the demonstrative words: 4 corpora x 3 vowel pairs x 2 word categories) we take the
longest 1/3 of the words, in terms of mean phonetic duration, and examine the proportion of
phonologically long-voweled words in that set, in Dutch content words this yields 100% [a:]
words, 100% [e:] words, and 80% [o:] words. Thus, phonologically short words rarely emerged as
consistently phonetically long in Dutch. In English there were more phonologically short words
surfacing with phonetically long vowels, reducing the analogous proportions to 54.8% ([ε,æ]),
68.5% ([Λ,a]), and 68.6% ([I,i]), averaging over the 3 English datasets. (Considering the function

Figure 6. Duration distributions for the phonologically long and short vowels in individual words, for the three pairs in each
language where phonetic differences would be expected. Columns of panels present data from different corpora, with Dutch on
the left. Rows of panels correspond to vowel pairs. Within each panel, words are divided by category: content words,
demonstratives, and function words. Darker points, on the left, are phonologically long vowels; lighter points are phonologically
short vowels. Words occurring twice in each corpus are plotted with plus signs; words occurring more than twice are plotted with
circles. Numbers above each pair of sets of points are rank-biserial correlation coefficients, which were computed when the
number of word types exceeded ten. The data in the upper left plot correspond to the data in Figure 4.
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words, these figures are either similar between English and Dutch, or yield purer sets of
phonologically long words in the Dutch case.) The same pattern holds if (for example) we
consider the top half of the words rather than the top third.

The preceding analyses over types consider the case in which children might give special weight
to content words. How separable are the pairs considering all words together, whether content
words, function words, or demonstratives? In this analysis Dutch is less distinctive. The RBCC
coefficients are given in Table 3. This suggests that demonstratives and function words display
phonological duration less clearly phonetically than content words do.

In most of the preceding analyses we have assumed that children’s representations of word
duration are based on an average of their experiences with words (estimated using the sample we
have). It is possible that in fact children do not interpret durations “as given” in the signal, but
compute lexical representations based on durations that have been adjusted in various ways, taking
into account aspects of context. For example, as described earlier, children might downweight long
durations that come at the ends of utterances, given that such durations might be attributable in
part to the context and not the vowel category. Presently, there is no direct evidence that toddlers
do anything of the sort. Still, to explore this issue in a types-based analysis we considered the
results of the linear model (estimated separately for each child) regressing (log) duration on the
binary variable of whether a vowel was the final vowel in an utterance or not, and using the
average residual as the word’s duration representation. The results of this manipulation were
mixed. RBCC values for the three Dutch pairs (considering the content words) were still fairly high
(.57, .45, and .55 for the /a/, /e/, and /o/ pairs), but the English samples were variable, with mom f1
competitive with the Dutch values (.33, .51, and .51 for the /a/, /æ/, and /i/ pairs) and the others
rather lower (d1: .20, .40, .36; w1: .22, .31, .33). Thus, it appears that if children take utterance
position into account in a way that resembles our regression analysis, this would not seem to
clarify the durational opposition strongly in Dutch, nor strongly dismiss it in English.

Figure 6 shows variability in the RBCC values for a given pair among the English mothers. We
cannot say whether this represents true individual variation, or variability due to the samples (which
are small relative to infants’ experience, of course). It is possible that the quantitative amount of
overlap in a pair is interpreted by children in a monotonic way as a signal of the probability that the
vowels are not differentiated by phonetic duration. If so, then we would expect the child of mother
d1, for example, to be more affected by duration manipulations in word recognition than the child of
mother w1. Alternatively, perhaps there is some threshold above which children simply draw the
conclusion that durational differences are part of the segmental phonology of the language. In
principle, sensitivity experiments together with measurements of the language environment could
settle this issue.

For all four corpora, there was a substantial number of words whose vowels did not appear to
exhibit phonological length phonetically, at least not if one simply measures raw durations. Even
when examining mean durations over word types, the predominant pattern was one of massive
overlap in duration distributions, with separation being the exception. That being said, it is in
looking at words that Dutch showed greater distinctiveness than English in comparison of

Table 3. By-types analysis of separation between long and short vowels,
quantified as rank-biserial correlation coefficient, collapsing over different
word categories (considering content words, demonstratives, and function
words together).

Corpus Pair (short, long) rbcc

Dutch α, a: 0.27
Dutch ε, e: 0.54
Dutch ͻ, o: 0.52
English (d1, f1, w1) ε, æ 0.11, 0.37, 0.26
English (d1, f1, w1) Λ, a 0.07, 0.39, −0.06
English (d1, f1, w1) I, i 0.40, 0.42, 0.35
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phonological length. This result is consistent with the hypothesis that children learn about contras-
tiveness in interpreting readily perceptible phonetic variation by paying attention to the phonetic
characteristics of words in the lexicon.

Conclusions

It is widely assumed that the development of language-appropriate attention to a given phonetic
feature for determining phonological category membership is primarily dependent on the detection
of a bimodal (or multimodal) distribution of heard instances along the relevant phonetic dimension,
indicating to the child that two (or more) categories are present. Laboratory studies have demon-
strated that this sort of learning is feasible for infants, at least for some speech dimensions (e.g.,
Cristià et al., 2011; Maye et al., 2002). However, as described in the Introduction, there are good
reasons to expect that for a dimension like duration, the distributions might not be transparently
available on the surface, because duration is put to so many uses in language.

What we have observed in the present study is that duration distributions in child-directed
English and Dutch are, to some degree, bimodal, when comparing instances of spectrally similar
vowel categories, but that in the two languages the degree of overlap among long and short vowels
was considerable, and overlap was not markedly less for Dutch than for English. This result suggests
that surface distributions of vowel durations might not provide the experience that teaches Dutch
toddlers, but not English ones, to use duration to distinguish words such as [tam] and [ta:m]
(Dietrich et al., 2007). Bion et al. (2013) came to a similar conclusion in considering the nominally
long and short vowels of child-directed Japanese speech.

However, once we considered the duration distributions of word types, rather than vowel tokens, the
Dutch distributions were differentiated to a greater degree (and in one case, a much greater degree) than
the English ones. For the Dutch pair [α,a:], this required considering just the content words, and leaving
off the function words and demonstratives. It might be that toddlers’ intuitions about phonology rely on
the words that they are most likely to learn, and if so, the remarkable durational separation between the
[α] and [a:] of Dutch content words could explain why Dutch toddlers treat these as distinct. Admittedly,
there is no evidence at present that children take some words to be more important than others during
phonetic learning (a question that does not seem to have been tested experimentally).

The observations presented here offer the suggestion that Dutch and English learners come to differ in
their interpretations of vowel duration by paying attention to words. Of course, this evidence is far from
being a proof; the argument is an inferential one based on what learning options the data support, not
based on detailed measurements of children’s learning process itself. Also, as a study of Dutch and
English learning environments, the most important limitation is that the Dutch sample came from only
one speaker. It is possible that other speakers would not show the same pattern. Individual speakers of
a given dialect can vary in diverse ways; for example, some seem to hyperarticulate more than others.
That being said, it is not clear how this particular sort of variation would lead talkers to vary in the degree
to which their type, but not token, durational distributions signal a length distinction. At present, we
must consider this question an avenue for further research.

Other results in the literature accord well with the notion that type-level statistics are relevant in
phonetic learning. Such effects have been shown in several experimental studies of infants and toddlers
(Feldman,Myers, et al., 2013; Thiessen, 2007; Thiessen&Yee, 2010; Yeung&Werker, 2009) and supported
in corpus modeling work on the acquisition of vowel categories (Swingley & Alarcon, 2018). In adults,
some phonological generalizations appear to track type frequency rather than token frequency (Hay,
Pierrehumbert, & Beckman, 2004), and in children, phonological representations have been argued to gain
fidelity through participation in multiple different words (Edwards, Beckman, & Munson, 2004).

How might children use type-level statistics to learn about vowel duration? Viewpoints differ on
the degree to which early lexical representations are composed of sequences of “digital” labels, i.e.,
strings of identifiable consonants and vowels, as opposed to consisting of more holistic phonetic
objects (e.g., Beckman & Edwards, 2000; Ramon-Casas, Swingley, Bosch, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2009;
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Werker & Curtin, 2005), but we assume that by 18 months, children’s representations of familiar
words contain a specification of the words’ typical constituent consonants and vowels. We also
consider it likely that in languages like English and Dutch, children come to appreciate the spectral
(formant) characteristics of their vowel categories earlier than they come to grips with the char-
acteristics of vowels that are strongly implicated in prosodic regularities, including duration, because
of the diverse and complex range of influences on these characteristics. (We will explore weakening
this assumption in a moment.)

Given these assumptions, Dutch children could learn that (e.g.) the [α] and [a] categories differ in
duration as well as quality by noting that content words with [α] (defined by vowel quality) typically
have a phonetically short vowel, whereas content words with [a] (also defined by vowel quality)
typically have a phonetically long vowel, where “short” and “long” could be defined with reference to
the sets of relevant words themselves. Thus, for example, the prototypical [a] in paard is longer than
the [α] typical of essentially all of the familiar words with [α]. English learners do not have a strong
basis for drawing such a conclusion. When the mental processes responsible for phonological
generalizations consider the English [ε] and [æ] words, for example, these words’ vowels overlap
almost entirely in their durations.

Do children really learn phonetic attributes like duration later than they learn other phonetic
attributes of phonological categories? Not much data speaks to this point. Infants are certainly
attentive to duration; for example, geminate consonants stand out to them more than singleton
consonants (Vihman & Majorano, 2017). Two developmental experiments considered Japanese and
English learners’ discrimination of vowel duration contrasts, providing bit of additional purchase on
this question. Sato, Sogabe, and Mazuka (2010) found that 4- and 7.5-month-old Japanese-learning
infants did not discriminate a durational difference with a 2:1 ratio, although 9.5-month-olds did
succeed in telling these vowels apart, like the Japanese 10-month-olds tested by Mugitani, Pons,
Dietrich, Werker, and Amano (2009). This might indicate learning occurring only a few months later
than learning has been first reported for vowel quality distinctions (e.g., Polka & Werker, 1994).
However, Mugitani et al. also found in a comparison of English and Japanese learners that when
their Japanese and English groups differed from one another, at 18 months, the English-learning
toddlers discriminated the length contrast, while the Japanese toddlers only discriminated a change
in one direction, from a long baseline to a short test vowel. This would not appear to be an adaptive
development relative to the English toddlers, given that Japanese has a length contrast and English
does not.

A third study tested whether English learners would react with longer listening to syllables
violating the typical pattern of vocalic lengthening before a voiced coda (Ko, Soderstrom, &
Morgan, 2009). Eight-month-olds showed no listening preference, whereas 14-month-olds listened
longer to syllables containing short vowels with voiced codas than syllables containing short vowels
with unvoiced codas. Ko et al. argue that English learners begin to detect the phonological patterning
of vowel duration and coda voicing between 8 and 14 months. This developmental range overlaps
with the time period in which infants are typically viewed as discovering their language’s consonant
categories.1

Given the prevailing uncertainty over whether children learn vowel duration features later than
they learn the primary features of their language’s speech sounds, it is sensible to consider how
children might learn quantity and quality features at the same time. This takes us back to the
proposal that words are used in the discovery of phonetic categories (Feldman, Griffiths, et al., 2013;
Swingley, 2009). Infants’ first words may be learned when their phonological categories are only
minimally adapted to the native language. Perhaps they achieve this by noting repetitions of similar-
sounding sequences of speech, probably with some correlated semantic information, that coalesce

1The regularity studied by Ko et al. (2009) concerns an allophonic rule, and not just phonetic categories as acoustic objects. We
acknowledge, of course, that learning phonology involves much more than learning phonetic categories; e.g., (Peperkamp, Le
Calvez, Nadal, & Dupoux, 2006).
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into discrete proto-lexical items (Feldman, Griffiths, et al., 2013; Kamper, Jansen, & Goldwater, 2016;
Park & Glass, 2008). Once infants are familiar with some words, they might detect that portions of
those words are similar across instances of the same word; for example, that mommy always starts
the same way, or that dog’s vowel consistently occupies a restricted range of the F1/F2 space. Infants
may also recognize that the speech-sound categories that link instances of the same word (mommy
always starts with /m/) also link similarities in lexical representations across words, noting the
similarity of the initial consonant of mommy and milk, or the vowel of dog and ball. If infants
learn their language’s speech-sound categories by detecting overlap in their representations of
portions of familiar words, such a process could also lead Dutch learners to emphasize vowel
duration more than English learners do, because the Dutch words they are learning exemplify
correlations between duration and regions of vowel quality space. As we have seen, these correlations
are weaker when considering the mass of Dutch vowels than when considering the durations typical
of individual word types.

The Introduction to this article described the complexity of arriving at a language-appropriate
model of the sound pattern of utterances. To identify the words in a spoken sentence, we do not
simply identify a list of consonants and vowels, and then work out the most likely lexical sequence.
We try to account for the phonetic signal as it comes to us, where the explanatory features include
quite a broad range, including talker characteristics, discourse features, prosodic groupings, idio-
syncrasies of the lexicon, phonetic context, and others, as well as the quantity and quality features
that specify particular consonants and vowels. Even if talkers actually articulated the canonical
speech-sound sequence that a pronouncing dictionary might supply (and they don’t; Hawkins,
2003; Johnson et al., 2003), learners would still need to uncover what seems to be quite a complex
set of quantitative sources of influence on the signal. These sources of influence readily trespass
linguistic and other levels of description; for example, duration can be affected by just about
anything, including speaking rate, vowel identity, lexical stress, novelty of a word in the discourse,
or loudness of background noise.

It is unlikely that infants work out the full model all at once; it is more plausible that they start
from the most readily discoverable islands of continuity and proceed from there. These islands may
often be words. What we found here is that teasing apart a fairly subtle crosslinguistic difference did
not require a full-on model of prosodic structure; it only required categorization of vowels and
words. This does not mean that toddlers are limited to lexical and segmental models of duration; it
only suggests that the empirically observed difference between Dutch and English one-year-olds
could be accounted for without presupposing more sophisticated knowledge of each language’s
duration model. If we are wrong about this, and the greater distinction for Dutch (in content words)
turns out not to characterize larger and more diverse samples, we return to the puzzle we started
with. What other sources of information might Dutch children have access to? One possibility is that
they have already developed a model of prosodic interpretation under which the segmental duration
distinctions are clearer, because other sources of variance have been accounted for. Another is that
there are distinctive phonetic features of Dutch long and short vowels that separate the categories
(features beyond the formant measurements we examined already).

For the most part, research on young children’s interpretation of speech has focused on demon-
strating children’s achievement of developmental milestones and describing individual differences
and their correlates. Attempts to explain these developments have often come in the form of
artificial-language experiments that exemplify a linguistic regularity very clearly in a tiny language
sample, and demonstrate children’s ability to detect and generalize that regularity. Such studies by
their nature present analogies to real language learning, but the fidelity of the analogy is open to
question. Crosslinguistic studies, in which the experimental conditions are actual languages being
learned by children, provide an essential counterpart to laboratory learning studies. But to interpret
the learning that crosslinguistic experiments on children’s speech interpretation imply, we need
quantitative descriptions of the languages children are learning. We cannot understand how children
learn something without knowing about the data they are exposed to. Such descriptions often have
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characteristic flaws, including sacrificing breadth for depth or vice versa. The present work is no
exception, and so the conclusions admit reasonable questions about generality (just as laboratory
learning studies do). Within these limitations, however, our examination of child-directed speech
suggests that children could learn to treat vowel duration in Dutch contrastively without having
access to a full, adult-like model of duration, if children were to consider the distinctiveness of
durational patterns over word types rather than over tokens.
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